
Well, after much deliberation, we got there, almost. 

I know you’re all going to skip to the bit at the bottom. Fine! I probably would if I were you but, please, please, 

please come back to this bit at the top. IT IS IMPORTANT!!!! 

Firstly I would like to thank each and every one of you who auditioned. Your efforts and commitment were 

greatly appreciated and that is WITHOUT exception. 

Secondly, we need more men!!! Boring but true. To be perfectly honest with you I am not convinced we have a 

show to swell the coffers for the next show! I need at least two more men and more ladies for chorus. I will 

keep rehearsals to a minimum and will not call people unless they are needed but I am not convinced we will 

achieve the sound we need without more people so, if you know anyone who may even be mildly interested 

please drag them in – kicking and screaming if you have to. 

Thirdly – if you didn’t get the part you went for I am truly deeply sorry. You did nothing wrong. It’s just that 

you may not have been suited to the part you went for. It’s as simple as that. But you still have a valuable part 

to play in the show. There are a number of songs requiring solo lines or passages of music. There are songs 

requiring a small backing group, not full chorus. There are characters with dialogue (not yet written). There are 

dance sequences Jane is planning which will keep those that can dance interested and tested. 

Subject to the above we have cast (and it is WE) as follows (in order of audition): 

Chorus:    Roger 

    Stephanie 

    James  

    Daniel 

    Katy Louise 

I need more people to add to this, either as principals or just chorus. All chorus members will have a NAMED 

part and a specific role to play! 

 

Joseph    Chris 

Maisie    Imogen 

Angelina    Izzy  

Constance   Kate 

Edward (probably now Edith) TBC 

James    TBC 

Agatha    Jan 

Felicity    Rachael 

Allesandro   Julian 

Demelza    Lydia 

Jessie    Natasha 

Agnes    Rebecca 

Charles    TBC 

Janice    Jen 

 

Again, I’m sorry if you didn’t get what you wanted. You are still a vital part of this show, provided we can get 

the characters filled and enough chorus to make a good sound. 

Any questions please let me know – chrislowe1952@hotmail.com 

Chris 


